Abstract. The existence of hyperperfect numbers with more than two different prime factors is shown by five examples.
(1) m = 1 + n[a(m) -m -1].
1-hyperperfect numbers are the classical perfect numbers. Minoli gives a list of all n-hyperperfect numbers < 1,500,000 with n > 1, and these numbers have the form paq, where/? and q are prime numbers,/? < q and a G N. Minoli wonders whether all hyperperfect numbers might have this form. By using a well-known technique, which was used, for instance, by Euler [1] to compute amicable number pairs, we have computed five hyperperfect numbers, each with three different prime factors. Let m = pqr,p < q < r prime numbers, be an n-hyperperfect number. By (1) we have pqr = 1 + n(pq + pr + qr + p + q + r).
Now, if we assume that p and n are given, this is a quadratic equation in q and r. We write it as
Multiplying by (/? -n), and adding n2(p + l)2 to both sides yields
If AB, A < B, is a factorization of the known right-hand side, then we can write
If now both q and r are integers and prime, then pqr is an n-hyperperfect number. Clearly, a small value of (p -n) will facilitate finding integers q and r. The simplest choice is p -n = 1 ; this gives Remark. All n-hyperperfect numbers in Minoli's table with odd n are instances of the following rule: if both /? = 6k -1 and q = 12k + 1 are prime numbers for some k G N, then p2q is an n-hyperperfect number with n = 4k -1. We conjecture that there are infinitely many hyperperfect numbers.
Note added in proof. By generalizing the technique described in this note, we have constructed seven more hyperperfect numbers (for details, see [3] 
